Bistro/Cafe Blinds with Zips
by Coolabah Shades

Bistro Café Blinds with Zips are an
ideal entry level soluon to enclose
your outside pergola or Alfresco
area.
Fixed along the top and down the
sides using an Annex track, they are
available as a hand roll operaon or
open up using a rope and pulley
system. The Annex tracks create a
gap-free seal around and hold the
blinds ﬁrm in strong winds. A
weather ﬂap across the boom reduces draughts and stops the rain
from coming in under the blind.
For more informaon please contact Coolabah Shades, 03 9078 4533, info@coolabahshades.com.au

Technology at work for you
Bistro blinds with Zips– Hand roll
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To close the blinds, unclip the straps and unroll the blind, once
down, close the zippers down the sides.
The benefit of the hand roll system is that it is a very minimalist solution, no rope and pulleys hanging around.

Key Features– Both styles

Hand roll blinds are not generally used in areas with large drops to
avoid the need to climb a step ladder.

 Easily installed to existing pergola or Alfresco
areas

 Economical
 Weather Flap across the bottom to prevent
rain driving in under the blind

 Blind is ﬁrmly ﬁxed down the sides
 Choice of PVC or Shadmesh fabrics

Unique Features– Hand roll
 Clean Minimalist look
 Top straps can be removed for even cleaner
look

Unique Features– Rope & Pulley
 Ideal for large drops
 Open blind to various heights

For more informaon please contact Coolabah Shades, 03 9078 4533, info@coolabahshades.com.au

Bistro Blinds with Zips - Rope & Pulley operaon
The benefit of the Rope & Pulley system is that it offers the ability to open the blinds to various heights.
By unzipping the blind to a intermediate position, the
blind can be rolled up using the rope and pulley to
that position and tied off on the rope cleat, the blind
will stay in that position, ideal if needing to leave a
small opening for the dog to come and go.
The rope and pulleys are also popular when the blind
height is
too high
to use the
hand roll
option.
Allowing
for easy
operation
from
ground
level.

